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Living in a Post-Brexit World

The political pundit class extended its streak of 0-for-
2016 by completely failing to forecast the Brexit vote. While
the carnage in the following two trading days was world-
wide, selling likely would have been more modest had not
the markets soared in the week ahead of the vote on com-
pletely misplaced optimism that Great Britain would vote
to stay in the European Union.

Given up-and-down trading for most of the year
coupled with the pre-Brexit surge, most U.S. blue chip stock
indexes are down just modestly year-to-date. The S&P 500,
in the 2,025 area, was down less than 1% approaching the
end of June. The DJIA is down about 1% year-to-date, while
Nasdaq is down almost 7%, as risk-on moved from “out of
favor” to “must avoid.”

In the U.S., the stock-market reset has been more
modest than the selloffs experienced in other recent sum-
mers, such as 2011 and 2015. But there is no knowing at
this point if Brexit will be a one-off event where even its
ardent supporters have second thoughts; or it Britain has
opened a Pandora’s box of nationalist feelings that will shut-
ter borders and shut down trade worldwide.

U.S. A RELATIVE SAFE HAVEN
The stock returns for U.S. major indexes noted above are
not great, but they are certainly better than returns for most
major economy indexes. The Euro Stoxx index is down 15%
in euros and down 13% in U.S. dollars. The FTSE, Great
Britain’s major exchange, is down a jaw-dropping 27% year-
to-date, with most of the damage suffered in just the past
few days. Stock markets in France and Germany are down
in low double-digits. Although Switzerland is among the
countries whose currency has strengthened on the Brexit
news, its stock market is down 12% year-to-date.
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In Asia, already poor performance among the major
stock exchanges worsened. Like Switzerland, Japan has seen
its currency experience a safe-haven shift while stocks de-
cline. The Nikkei is down about 20% year-to-date, though
down only 7% for U.S. investors, thanks to yen strength.

Stock performance in emerging economies is better than
stock performance in mature economies, and emerging-mar-
ket currencies are also holding up better than their mature-
economy counterparts. That is a positive and encouraging
sign of capitalism working as it should, as focus shifts away
from hamstrung UK and unsettled Europe to the emerging
world. Despite the sputtering performance in China’s
economy this year, the Hang Seng index is down in mid-
single digits. New Zealand, Pakistan, Thailand, Indonesia,
Philippines and Vietnam – all have positive stock-market per-
formances year-to-date.

The same cannot be said about the smaller nations of
Europe. The so-called PIIGs (Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece
and Spain) have done the worst. The mood in Europe is un-
stable, and Eurozone break-up hypotheses are flying around.
They range from traditional fears of smaller nations peeling
off from the Eurozone, to new concerns that a cluster of
“strong survivors” – Germany, The Netherlands, Belgium,
and a few others – could band together in a mini-Eurozone
that excludes the weak Southern European nations.

While the U.S. is a relative safe haven, that has not
prevented domestic indices from suffering a stern thrashing.
The percentage of stocks trading above short-term trend lines
has collapsed. Only 22% of U.S. stocks now trade above their
20-day simple moving averages, versus 71% a month ago;
and just 33% of stocks are above their 50-day moving aver-
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age, versus 63% a month ago. About 50% of stocks are above
their 150-day moving average, down from 65%; that number
will decline in coming weeks as winter weakness rolls off the
front of this series.

While the Brexit results caught most investors off guard,
at least a few managers hedged their bets, based on mid-June
movements in VIX. From the 12-13 range early in June, the
VIX options volatility index quietly moved to 20 level in mid-
June and was around 18-19 immediately prior to the Brexit
vote. As results rolled in on the morning of 6/24/16, VIX im-
mediately shot to the mid-20s. VIX made an interim peak just
under 27 on 6/27/16 as stocks suffered a second straight day of
selling. Although VIX has backed down to the high teens, we
would see this fear indicator spike again on renewed selling in
the British pound or other catalysts.

U.S. ECONOMY: EVERYTHING,
AND NOTHING, HAS CHANGED
Even as investors were digesting declines of 4%-6% in major
U.S. averages, they were encountering, and ignoring, solid data
from the U.S. economy. The final reading on 1Q16 GDP was
growth of 1.1%, revised up from a preliminary 0.8% and an
advance reading of 0.5%. The GDP data was a two-edged
sword. Personal consumption expenditures, the best quarterly
measure of consumer spending, was up just 1.5% in the final
tally, the weakest level in two years and down from 1.9% in
the prior reading.

The upside of a weaker consumer was slightly better in-
dications from other areas. Business spending on intellectual
property surprised with a 4.4% surge, suggesting companies
are investing in future projects. The trade deficit was narrower
than expected, and exports were slightly positive after being
reported as down in the earlier readings.

Pre-tax corporate profits rose 1.8% from the prior quar-
ter, after earlier being reported down quarter-over-quarter.
While pretax corporate profits were still negative year-over-
year, this may be setting the stage for the first swing to positive
comps since 2Q15. Helped by better corporate profits, gross do-
mestic income (GDI) rose 2.9%. The 1.8 percentage-point gap
between GDI and GDP is uncommon and could be a positive
harbinger for GDP, as these indicators tend to converge over time.

ECONOMIC & MARKET COMMENTARY (CONT.)

The housing data as we have noted remains strong,
confirmed by the latest Case-Shiller home pricing index.
Housing prices in 20 major metropolitan markets rose 5.4%
year-over-year in April, ahead of the important spring-sum-
mer selling season. Seven of the 20 cities set new all-time
highs for home prices, led by cities in the Pacific Northwest.
Housing sales are benefiting from strong employment gains
and rising wages, rising consumer confidence and low mort-
gage rates.

Consumer confidence hit an eight-month high, with
the consumer confidence index rising to 98 in June from
92.4 in May. Granted, this data was gathered before the Brexit
vote; but a large number of Americans are indifferent to go-
ings-on overseas that do not directly impact them.

MORE REASONS FOR THE FED TO SIT TIGHT
Behind the favorable housing outlook are job gains and ris-
ing wages. Normally these would trigger more restrictive
Fed policy, which would translate into higher, not lower,
mortgage rates.

But the U.S. operates within a global economy; so too
does Great Britain, as it is learning the hard way. The Fed-
eral Reserve eschewed raising rates earlier this year when
the U.S. economy was going great guns, on fears that any
dollar spike following a rate hike would harm emerging
economies. The Fed skipped a June rate hike on a single
data point, the May nonfarm payrolls number (which may
turn out to be anomalous).

It is hard to picture the Fed forcing through a July or
September rate hike following Brexit, now that currencies
worldwide are turbulent, stocks are down, and the 10-year
Treasury yield is within 20 basis points of its all-time low.
Conviction in the Fed’s “dot plot,” which still signals two
potential hikes this year, is dwindling.

If Brexit is just the first stage in the unraveling of the
Eurozone, the U.S. stock market could be in distress for a
year or more. That is not our forecast. The set-up for U.S.
stocks is fairly attractive, with the S&P 500 trading 15%
below fair value and many very high quality names sold down
on redemption requests that had nothing to do with their fun-
damental strength.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Director of Research
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